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ABSTRACT We measured the folding and unfolding ki-
netics of mutants for a simple protein folding reaction to
characterize the structure of the transition state. Fluores-
cently labeled S-peptide analogues combine with S-protein to
form ribonuclease S analogues: initially, S-peptide is disor-
dered whereas S-protein is folded. The fluorescent probe
provides a convenient spectroscopic probe for the reaction.
The association rate constant, kon, and the dissociation rate
constant, koff, were both determined for two sets of mutants.
The dissociation rate constant is measured by adding an
excess of unlabeled S-peptide analogue to a labeled complex
(RNaseS*). This strategy allows kon and koff to be measured
under identical conditions so that microscopic reversibility
applies and the transition state is the same for unfolding and
refolding. The first set of mutants tests the role of the a-helix
in the transition state. Solvent-exposed residues Ala-6 and
Gln-11 in the a-helix of native RNaseS were replaced by the
helix destabilizing residues glycine or proline. A plot of log kon
vs. log Kd for this series of mutants is linear over a very wide
range, with a slope of 20.3, indicating that almost all of the
molecules fold via a transition state involving the helix. A
second set of mutants tests the role of side chains in the
transition state. Three side chains were investigated: Phe-8,
His-12, and Met-13, which are known to be important for
binding S-peptide to S-protein and which also contribute
strongly to the stability of RNaseS*. Only the side chain of
Phe-8 contributes significantly, however, to the stability of the
transition state. The results provide a remarkably clear
description of a folding transition state.

The single-exponential folding kinetics often observed for small
proteins (1–3) show that a dominant free energy barrier of at least
4 kcalzmol21 is present in the protein folding process (4–7).
Simulations suggest that an ensemble of conformations is present
at this barrier (reviewed in refs. 8 and 9), but for simplicity we
refer to this ensemble as the transition state for folding. We study
the bimolecular RNaseS* system, in which fluorescently labeled
analogues of unfolded S-peptide are allowed to combine with
folded S-protein. Our aim is to characterize the transition state of
the simplest two-state folding reaction studied to date. The
smallest monomeric polypeptide that folds via a two-state mech-
anism is 36 residues (10) whereas typical small proteins studied
are '60 residues in length. Only a single a-helix becomes ordered
as S-peptide folds via combination with folded S-protein. In most
folding reactions of monomeric proteins, the unfolding reaction
cannot be measured directly under native conditions, and so the
transition state may change between conditions for studying
unfolding and refolding. By contrast, the unfolding–dissociation
rate constant for S-peptide in RNaseS* can be measured in native
conditions by mixing the complex with an excess of unlabeled
S-peptide analogue. Both the rate constants for association–
folding (kon) and for unfolding–dissociation (koff) are obtained

under identical strongly native conditions, and the principle of
microscopic reversibility applies in analyzing the transition state.
Moreover, the stability of the complex under native conditions is
given by Kd 5 koffykon because combination of S-peptide with
S-protein is two-state (11).

The complex between S-protein and the wild-type S-peptide
analogue (Table 1) is remarkably strong: DG for dissociation 5
14.5 kcalzmol21 at 10°C, pH 6.8, in 10 mM Mops (Kd 5 6 pM)
(11). The dependence of kon and koff on denaturant suggests
that the transition state is 55% sequestered from solvent,
compared with the total change in buried surface area for the
reaction shown in Eq. 1:

S-peptide analogue (disordered)

1 S-protein (folded) L|;
kon

koff

RNaseS* (folded) [1]

Similarly, the effect of temperature on kon and koff suggests that
66% of the change occurs in the transition state (12). In these
respects, the behavior of this simple bimolecular reaction is
remarkably similar to that of typical small monomeric proteins
(see refs. 3, 13, and 14). The association–folding reaction is
diffusion-controlled but not necessarily encounter-limited and
displays an ionic strength dependence typical of protein asso-
ciation reactions (15).

We mutated to alanine, one by one, the three S-peptide
residues (Table 1) that make the greatest contribution to the
buried hydrophobic surface when S-peptide binds to S-
protein (16) and studied a highly destabilizing double variant
in which His-12 is replaced with alanine and Met-13 is
oxidized to the sulfoxide level. We also changed residues
Ala-6 and Gln-11 in the 3–13 a-helix to the helix-
destabilizing residues glycine or proline to determine the
role of the a-helix in the transition state. These sites are
solvent-exposed in the helix of native RNaseS (Table 1), so
that the mutations should affect helix stability without
perturbing hydrophobic packing interactions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. S-protein and S-peptide analogues were pre-
pared as described (11). Additional peptides were purchased
from Research Genetics (Huntsville, AL) and were purified as
described (11). Peptide structures were confirmed by mass
spectrometry.

Peptide Design. The sequences of the peptides used in this
study are given in Table 1. The peptide with the sequence most
similar to wild-type S-peptide is Pep-1F; it differs from wild-
type S-peptide in several ways: The five C-terminal residues of
S-peptide are disordered in crystal structures of RNaseS (17,
18) and relatively unimportant for binding (19, 20) and are not
included. Lys-1 of S-peptide was changed to aN acetyl tyrosine
to provide a spectroscopic probe for the unlabeled peptide andThe publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge
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to render «N of Lys-7 the sole reactive amine for labeling with
5-carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (Molecular Probes).
Pep-1F is amidated at its C terminus in order not to introduce
an unnatural carboxylate group into RNaseS. The largest
change in Pep-1F relative to S-peptide is the attachment of
fluorescein to «N of Lys-7, which provides a convenient
spectroscopic probe for the association and dissociation of
RNaseS* The complex of the labeled peptide and S-protein is
stable and retains enzymatic activity (11).

Choice of Mutations. To assess the role of side chains in the
folding of RNaseS*, the side chains of Phe-8, His-12, and
Met-13 were targeted for mutation (Table 1). These three side
chains comprise 60% of the nonpolar interface between
S-peptide side chains and S-protein (16), and their importance
for the stability of RNaseS is well known (19, 20). Helix
destabilizing residues were introduced at sites in the S-peptide
3–13 helix that are solvent-exposed in native RNaseS* (Table
1). The A6G and A6P mutations change an alanine residue
three residues into the native helix that accepts an N-cap
hydrogen bond from Thr-3. Glutamine 11, which was replaced
with proline, is two residues before the C terminus of the helix
in native RNaseS and lies between residues that make impor-
tant side chain contacts with S-protein.

Solvent Accessibility Calculations. The effect of a mutation
on the change in accessible nonpolar surface area accompa-
nying folding is expressed as DDASAnp 5 DASAU 2 DASAN,
where DASAU is the difference in accessible nonpolar surface
area between unfolded Pep-1F and unfolded mutant peptide,
and DASAN is the difference in accessible nonpolar surface
area between RNaseS* with Pep-1F or with mutant peptide.
DASAU is estimated from the difference in nonpolar surface
area between the stochastic standard states of the wild-type
and mutant amino acids (21). The values of DASAN are the
differences in nonpolar surface area between RNaseS
[1rnu.pdb§ (18)] and the surface areas of RNaseS* complexes
with mutant peptides and were calculated with NACCESS 2.1 (S.
Hubbard and J. Thornton, University College, London) by
using a probe radius of 1.4 Å and standard van der Waals radii
(22). The coordinates for the mutant complexes were obtained
by using the CARA (23) module of LOOK 3 (Molecular Appli-
cations Group, Palo Alto, CA) with the coordinates of neigh-
boring residues fixed. Values of DDASAnp also were calculated
from models in which the coordinates of side chains within 4.5
Å of the mutated residues were allowed to vary; the values

from these models are within 20% of those based on the
models with fixed side chains. The value of DDASAnp for the
experimentally determined structure of M13A [1rbc.pdb (17)]
is 2121 Å2 vs. 2104 Å2 for modeled M13A. The values from
comparisons between experimental structures, which have
different structures in disordered regions as well as at the
mutation sites, and modeled structures are not expected to be
identical (24).

Estimated Helicities of Isolated Mutant Peptides. The frac-
tional helicity of Pep-1F was determined from a CD measure-
ment to be 21% (11). The fractional helicities of the mutated
peptides were estimated (see Table 1) by using the literature
values of helix propensities and helix–coil theory, including
sidechain interactions, as described in refs. 25 and 26. Pep-1F
is treated as a homopolymer except for Phe-8, His-12, and the
site of the substitution. The stabilizing effect of the Phe-His
pseudo H-bond interaction was included by using an equilib-
rium constant (p-value) of 1.65. The helix content of each
peptide containing the parent residue at the site of the
mutation was set to 21% by adjusting the average helix
propagation parameter (w-value) for the host. The resulting
host w-values ranged from 1.28 for Gln-11 to 1.55 for Met-13.
(These are large w-values, compared with the measured helix
propensities, because S-peptide contains a Glu-2–Arg-10 salt
bridge.) The host N-cap parameter was set at 1. The fractional
helicities for the mutant peptides then were estimated by
inserting the helix propensities of the mutated residues. The
p-value for the i, i 1 4 Phe-His interaction was estimated to be
1.65 from published data (27) by a similar procedure, com-
paring host sequences in which His and Phe are spaced either
four (interacting) or five (no interaction) residues apart.

Kinetic Measurements. The visible absorbance and emis-
sion spectra of S-peptide analogues labeled with fluorescein at
Lys-7 change on complex formation with S-protein, which
provides a sensitive assay for complex formation (11). The
association rate constant, kon (Eq. 1), was determined by
following the time course of fluorescence emission after
mixing a labeled S-peptide analogue with S-protein in a
stopped flow spectrophotometer. The dissociation constant of
RNaseS* (koff, Eq. 1) was measured after adding an excess of
unlabeled S-peptide analogue. The excess was shown to be
sufficient by increasing the concentration of the unlabeled
analogue until the observed rate constant was concentration-
independent. The excitation wavelength was 496 nm through-
out, and the other details were described previously (11).

RESULTS
Association and Dissociation Time Courses. Fluorescein-

labeled S-peptide analogues bind to 6 mM S-protein after
§The A conformations of the side-chains with multiple conformations
were used for the calculations.

Table 1. S-peptide analogues used in this study†

Name Sequence DDASAnp, Å2‡ Percent of helix§

Pep-1F¶ ac-YETAAAK9FERQHMDS-NH2 0 21\

Helix backbone series
A6G ac-YETAAGK9FERQHMDS-NH2 228 4
A6P ac-YETAAPK9FERQHMDS-NH2 35 3
Q11P ac-YETAAAK9FERPHMDS-NH2 16 10

Side chain series
F8A ac-YETAAAK9AERQHMDS-NH2 2166 42
H12A ac-YETAAAK9FERQAMDS-NH2 264 34
M13A ac-YETAAAK9FERQHADS-NH2 2103 25
H12AyM13MSAO†† ac-YETAAAK9FERQAMSAODS-NH2

†K9, 5-carboxyfluoresceinyl «N lysine.
‡The predicted effects of mutations on the change in accessible nonpolar surface area associated with
forming RNaseS* from isolated S-peptide analogues and native S-protein (see Materials and Methods).

§The fractional helicities for the mutant peptides calculated from the Lifson-Roig model with Pep-1F as
a reference (see Materials and Methods), unless noted.

¶The suffix ‘‘1F,’’ which indicates the presence of 5-carboxyfluorescein, is dropped from the names of the
mutants.

\From ref. 11.
††MSAO is methionine sulfoxide.
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mixing in a stopped flow spectrophotometer at 10°C, pH
6.7–6.8, in 10 mM Mops, leading to a 13% decrease in the
fluorescence emission (relative to free peptide) of Pep-1F, the
host peptide similar in sequence to wild-type S-peptide (Fig.
1a). This decrease in fluorescence is caused by a 0.34-unit
increase in the pKa of fluorescein in RNaseS* relative to free
peptide (11). The fluorescence decreases are smaller for F8A,
H12AyM13MSAO

, and Q11P, which profoundly destabilize
RNaseS* (Table 2), because these mutants show smaller
extents of reaction with 6 mM S-protein and possibly also
because of differences in the fluorescence quantum yield for
F8A and Q11P. Fig. 1b shows dissociation time courses for
Pep-1F, H12AyM13MSAO, and F8A, initiated by adding excess
unlabeled Pep-1 under identical buffer and temperature con-
ditions. All of the time courses, except for that of Pep-1F
dissociation, are well described by a single exponential model
of the form F(t) 5 2DF exp(2kobs t) 1 Ffinal. The early, small
amplitude phase for Pep-1F is the result of contamination from

'5% of M13MSAO that we are unable to remove. The
binding of Pep-1F to 6 mM S-protein is complete in ,0.1
second whereas dissociation of the resultant complex is not
complete until after 36,000 seconds; this is the kinetic
correlate of the impressive stability of the Pep-1FyS-protein
complex (Table 2).

The H12AyM13MSAO, F8A, and Q11P variants all pro-
foundly destabilize RNaseS* (Table 2), but H12AyM13MSAO

binds to S-protein at about the same rate as does Pep-1F
whereas F8A and Q11P bind 12- and 87-fold more slowly,
respectively. These differences in kobs show that the a-helix and
an interaction between Phe-8 and S-protein are at least
partially formed in the transition state whereas the side chains
of H12 and M13 are unfolded, as discussed below.

The Association and Dissociation Rate Constants. For a
reaction of the type shown in equation 1, under pseudo-first
order conditions ([S-protein] $ 5 3 [S-peptide analogue]), kobs
5 kon [S-protein] 1 koff. The slope of a plot of kobs vs.
[S-protein] yields kon, the bimolecular rate constant for asso-
ciation–folding. Plots of kobs vs. [S-protein] are shown in Fig.
2 for the mutants described in Table 1, and the relative values
of kon for the mutants may be readily discerned. The values of
kon, koff, and Kd are given in Table 2. When the value of koff is
significantly greater than the error in the extrapolated value of
kobs at zero concentration of S-protein, as for H12Ay
M13MSAO, F8A, and Q11P, this rate constant may be obtained
from the y intercept. koff also was measured directly for all
analogues except Q11P, and the values are the same, within
experimental error, as the intercept values. For certain ana-
logues, H12A, A6G, and A6P, there is downward curvature in
plots of kobs vs. [S-protein]. Here, we use the model kobs 5
kmaxy(1 1 KMy[S-protein]); kon is the limiting slope as [S-
protein] approaches zero, or kmaxyKM. This equation is iden-
tical to that describing the Michaelis-Menten model for the
reaction of a substrate and enzyme. The downward curvature
for these variants suggests the presence of a transient folding
intermediate that increases in population at higher concen-
trations of S-protein.

Amplitude of the Folding Reaction. The S-protein concen-
tration dependences of the amplitudes of reactions with
H12AyM13MSAO, F8A, and Q11P are well described by a
standard binding titration model: F(N) 5 DF{( Kd 1 S 1 N)
2 sqrt[(Kd 1 S 1 N)2 2 4SN]}y2S, where F(N) is the observed
fluorescence (minus an offset factor), DF is the total f luores-
cence change, Kd is the dissociation constant, S is the concen-
tration of the S-peptide analogue, and N is the concentration
of S-protein. For all three variants, the values of Kd are similar
to that calculated from koffykon (Table 2), indicating that these
reactions are described by the two-state approximation.

DISCUSSION

The 3–13 a-Helix and Side Chains of Phe-8, His-12, and
Met-13 of S-Peptide Greatly Stabilize RNaseS*. In Fig. 3 the
logarithm of the rate constant for refolding of the S-peptide
analogues, kon, is plotted against the logarithm of the dissoci-
ation constant for RNaseS*, Kd. The extremely large displace-
ments toward larger values of Kd reflect the key roles played
by the 3–13 a-helix and the side chains of Phe-8, His-12, and
Met-13 in stabilizing native RNaseS*. Below we discuss the
extent to which the helix and the side chain interactions
stabilize the transition state relative to the unfolded protein
and thereby accelerate the folding process.

The Transition State for RNaseS* Folding Contains a-He-
lical Structure. Assuming that the transition state approxima-
tion is valid in protein folding, the rate constant for a folding
reaction may be expressed as kforward ' K‡k‡, where K‡ is the
equilibrium constant between the unfolded and the activated
states, and k‡ is the currently unknown rate constant of the
process that converts the transition state to the final product.

FIG. 1. (a) Time course of the fluorescence emission decrease (lex
5 496 nm) for forming RNaseS* from S-peptide analogues and 6 mM
native S-protein at 10°C, pH 6.75 6 0.05, in 10 mM Mops. The data
were obtained under pseudo-first-order conditions with S-protein in
large excess and are shown with single exponential fits. One-hundred
percent fluorescence is defined as that of free peptide. S-peptide
analogue concentrations are 0.2 mM (Pep-1F and H12AyM13MSAO)
or 0.2 mM (Q11P and F8A). F, Pep-1F;µ, H12AyM13MSAO; ■, F8A;
Œ, Q11P. (b) Time course of the fluorescence emission increase for
dissociation of RNaseS* in competition experiments. The conditions
and symbols are identical to those for the association experiments. The
concentration of RNaseS* was 0.8 or 1 mM, and labeled peptide was
competed off of RNaseS* by 50 or 200 mM of (unlabeled) Pep-1. Single
exponential fits to the data are shown.
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We assume that mutations affect K‡ and not k‡, so that changes
in kforward (kon in this case) reflect changes in 2RT ln K‡, the
size of free-energy barrier for refolding. The ratio Dlog
kforwardyDlog Keq equals the f-value for a mutant (28, 29) when
the wild-type values of kforward and Keq are used as the
reference. A relatively large decrease in log kon, or a large
f-value, means that the mutated structure stabilizes the tran-
sition state of the wild type whereas a relatively small change
in log kon, or a small f-value, means that the affected structure
is unimportant until later in the folding process. Therefore, the
large decreases in log kon caused by the potent helix-
destabilizing mutations at exposed residues Ala-6 and Gln-11
(Fig. 3) indicate the presence of a-helical structure in the
transition state for RNaseS* refolding. In fact, the Q11P
mutation causes a larger decrease in rate than does removal of
the Phe-8 benzyl group, indicating that the presence of helical
structure is essential, and does more than merely present the
side chain of Phe-8 in the correct orientation. The greater
impact on kon of Q11P than A6P shows that the C terminus of

the helix is more important than the N terminus and, because
His-12 and Met-13 are unfolded in the transition state (see
below), suggests a role for the polar backbone interactions
between S-peptide and S-protein that are observed in crystal
structures of RNaseS (18, 30). This possible role may be tested
in competition experiments with nonspecific unlabeled pep-
tides with high helical content.

A Folding Pathway, Not a Funnel. Multiple pathway models,
such as funnel models, for protein folding predict that strong
helix-destabilizing mutations will not slow down folding in the
limit in which alternative, nonhelical pathways dominate the
process (31). This means that a plot of log kon vs. log Kd should
level off for sufficiently helix-destabilizing mutations. There is
no evidence for such leveling-off in Fig. 3, indicating that the
major folding pathway (that used by most of the molecules) is
strongly dominant and involves helix formation in the transi-
tion state. A previous study of CI2 reached a similar conclusion
tentatively (31), but curvature could have been masked by
scatter in the data over the free energy range investigated (32);
the linearity observed here in the plot of log kon vs. log Kd over
a range of 8 kcalzmol21 (Fig. 3) removes this uncertainty.
Funnel-like processes may occur during other stages of refold-
ing, but formation of the transition state is largely restricted to
helical conformations.

The f-value is usually taken as a measure of the extent to
which the structure formed by a residue in native protein
stabilizes the transition state and is expected to vary from 0 to
1 as the structure of this residue in the transition state varies

FIG. 2. Concentration dependence of the kinetics for S-peptide
analogues binding to S-protein and the concentration-independent
value of the dissociation rate constant for selected variants. All
experiments were conducted under conditions described in Fig. 1a.
Association kinetics were measured under pseudo-first-order condi-
tions ([S-protein] 5 5 3 [S-peptide analogue]), and dissociation
kinetics were measured in the presence of a 50- to 500-fold excess over
RNaseS* of (unlabeled) Pep-1. Data for the slower-reacting variants
are expanded in the inset. The concentration of the analogue is 0.4 mM,
except for Pep-1F and H12AyM13MSAO, for which it is 0.2 mM. F,
Pep-1F; h, M13A; , H12A; µ, H12AyM13MSAO; ■, F8A; ƒ, A6G;
�, A6P; Œ, Q11P. The symbols } and { plotted at [S-protein] 5 0
indicate the dissociation rate constants for H12AyM13MSAO and F8A,
respectively, where the labeled analogues are competed-off RNaseS*
by excess (unlabeled) Pep-1 (Fig. 1b). The data are fitted with a straight
line or the Michaelis-Menten model (see text).

FIG. 3. Brønsted plot comparing the logarithm of the association
rate constant (kon) to the logarithm of the dissociation constant (Kd)
for S-peptide analogues binding to native S-protein under the condi-
tions described in Fig. 1a. The symbols are defined in Fig. 2, and the
data are fitted by straight lines.

Table 2. Parameters describing the interaction between S-peptide analogues and native S-protein*

kon, 107 M21zs21 koff, s21 Kd, nM† Kd, nM‡

Pep-1F 1.8 6 0.08 1.2 6 0.08 3 1024 6.5 6 0.5 3 1023

A6G 1.2 6 0.8 1.9 6 0.08 3 1024 16 6 1 3 1023

A6P 0.32 6 0.01 8.8 6 0.4 3 1023 2.8 6 0.8
Q11P 0.022 6 0.004 1.9 6 0.3 8600 6 2100 4700 6 60
F8A 0.12 6 0.06 1.9 6 0.1 1500 6 200 1400 6 700
H12A 3.9 6 0.1 0.028 6 0.003 0.72 6 0.05
M13A 1.65 6 0.08 0.080 6 0.006 4.9 6 0.04
H12Ay

M13MSAO§ 1.32 6 0.08 78 6 6 5900 6 600 7700 6 2000

*pH 6.7 6 0.1, 10 mM Mops, 9.9 6 0.1°C.
†Value from koffykon.
‡Value from kinetic amplitude changes.
§MSAO is methionine sulfoxide.
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from being disrupted to becoming more like that of the native
structure (28, 29). Fractional f-values may occur if an inter-
action is formed partially in a dominant transition state or if it
is fully formed in a fraction of the transition states on a
funnel-like landscape (31, 32). The f-values observed here for
the helix-destabilizing mutations are '0.3 (Fig. 3). The con-
sistency of this value over several orders of magnitude (that is,
the linearity in the plot of log kon vs. log Kd for the entire set
of helix-destabilizing mutations) indicates that the fractional
f-values in this case stem from a structure that is less stable in
a dominant transition state than in the native protein.

The Transition State Involves a Specific Side Chain Inter-
action Between S-Protein and Phe-8 of S-Peptide. The muta-
tion to alanine of Phe-8 reduces the refolding rate of RNaseS*,
but similar mutations of His-12 and Met-13 have almost no
effect on the rate of folding (Fig. 3), although all three
mutations strongly affect Keq. Even the H12AyM13MSAO

variant, which profoundly destabilizes RNaseS* by removing
an imidazole group and burying a polar group in the Met-13
binding site, has little effect on kon. This means that the side
chain of Phe-8 stabilizes the transition state but those of
Met-13 and His-12 do not. This specificity is surprising, given
that His-12 and Met-13 together contribute more nonpolar
surface area to the interface between S-peptide and S-protein
than does Phe-8 (16) and that together they stabilize native
RNaseS* by as much as does Phe-8 (Table 2 and Fig. 3). The
small increase in kon for the H12A mutation probably stems
from the increase in negative charge that this mutation confers
on S-peptide at neutral pH, enhancing the electrostatic attrac-
tion between the S-peptide analogue and S-protein that is
evidenced by the effect of ionic strength on kon (11).

The rate constants for the refolding and unfolding of
RNaseS* are inversely proportional to the solvent viscosity
(12), indicating that the reaction is fully diffusion-controlled.
Mutations that affect the packing between S-peptide and
S-protein are not predicted to change the rate constant of a
purely encounter-limited reaction (33), for which every colli-
sion of the reactants in the proper orientation and with
appropriate secondary structure leads to product. The effect
on kon of the F8A mutation therefore suggests that the
rate-determining step occurs after the encounter complex is
formed and that the viscosity sensitivity is conferred by a
diffusion-limited step within this complex.

An Emerging Picture of the Transition State. The simplicity
of the process in which S-peptide combines with folded
S-protein and then refolds allows us to develop a remarkably

clear concept of the ensemble of structures present at the free
energy barrier for foldingyunfolding (Fig. 4). The a-helix
present in the native complex is at least partially formed in the
transition state of the dominant folding pathway, and its C
terminus is more important than its N terminus because
substitution of a proline residue at position 11 destabilizes the
transition state more than a proline residue at position 6 and
both sites are solvent exposed. Phe-8, but not His-12 or Met-13,
makes favorable interactions with S-protein in the transition
state. The reason for this specificity is unknown, but it seems
reasonable that a given amount of buried hydrophobic surface
area in one patch (Phe-8) stabilizes the transition state,
containing it in preference to the transition state containing a
similar amount of buried nonpolar area spread over two sites
(His-12 and Met-13). Phe-8 is located at the center of the 3–13
helix and is predicted to have a higher backbone conformation
in helical form than His-12 or Met-13 because of end-fraying
effects (34, 35).

Transient Intermediates. The downward curvature ob-
served in plots of kobs vs. [S-protein] for A6G, A6P, and H12A
below 10 mM S-protein (Fig. 2) and for Pep-1F and M13A
above 10 mM S-protein (11) hints at the presence of transient
intermediates that are increasingly populated at higher con-
centrations of S-protein. The existence of possible transient
intermediates needs to be addressed in future studies at high
concentrations of S-protein and in competition experiments
with unlabeled nonspecific peptides.

Is Folding Hierarchic or Nonhierarchic? What happens first
when unfolded S-peptide combines with folded S-protein to
form RNaseS*? Does the helix form first and then dock with
S-protein via Phe-8 (a hierarchic pathway)? Or does the
interaction between Phe-8 and S-protein form first, creating a
nucleus for further folding involving helix formation (a nonhi-
erarchic pathway)? There is a long-standing interest in the
possibility that folding is initiated by nonspecific collapse
(reviewed in ref. 6), driven mainly by hydrophobic interactions
(also a nonhierarchic pathway). The special role in the tran-
sition state played by Phe-8 argues against the nonspecific
collapse model, which predicts that the equally disruptive
H12AyM13MSAO mutation should have a similar effect on kon.
Comparison of kon values for S-peptide variants cannot tell us
whether the helix forms first or the interaction between Phe-8
and S-protein forms first. All that can be learned from studying
the transition state of this two-state folding reaction is that
both helical structure and the interaction involving Phe-8 are
present in the transition state. Characterization of the transient

FIG. 4. A model for the transition state for S-peptide binding to native S-protein. Fn, f luorescein.
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folding intermediates postulated above might distinguish be-
tween hierarchic and nonhierarchic folding mechanisms for
RNaseS*.

Other Studies of Transition States. The nature of the
transition state for protein folding is still an open question. An
extensive study of CI2 (36) gives an approximately linear
Brønsted plot for all residues of the protein, with an average
f-value of 0.3 in the folding direction. This result suggests that
the transition state is formed cooperatively and involves the
entire protein but that close packing is incomplete and all
interactions are considerably less stable than in the native
protein. On the other hand, recent studies of two SH3 domains,
[one from src (37) and the other from a-spectrin (38)] show
sharply polarized transition states with similar structures and
with some f-values .0.7 and others ,0.2, in the case of src
(37). Our results resemble the SH3 results in showing a single
dominant transition state with a strongly polarized structure,
but they resemble the CI2 results in showing low f-values for
folding, which indicate that the interactions present in the
transition state are substantially less stable than in the native
protein.

The technique of measuring f-values for helix-destabilizing
substitutions at solvent-exposed sites, to test whether a helix is
an important structural element of a transition state, has been
used only rarely, and our study is unusual in giving a clear
positive result. For example, a study of the transition state of
GCN4 (a dimeric coiled-coil) failed to reveal the presence of
a unique helical nucleus (39). The difference between our
result and theirs may reside in a single dominant transition
state in our system versus multiple, nearly equivalent, transi-
tion states in their system.
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